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Abstract
Let A be a small abelian category. For a closed subbifunctor F of Ext1
A
(−,−), Buan has generalized
the construction of the Verdier’s quotient category to get a relative derived category, where he localized
with respect to F-acyclic complexes. In this paper, the homological properties of relative derived cate-
gories are discussed, and the relation with derived categories is given. For Artin algebras, using relatively
derived categories, we give a relative version on derived equivalences induced by F-tilting complexes.
We discuss the relationships between relative homological dimensions and relative derived equivalences.
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1 Introduction
Hochschild [25] introduced relative homological algebra in categories of modules. And later, Heller, But-
ler and Horrocks developed it in more general categories with a relative abelian structure. Auslander and
Solberg [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] applied relative homological algebra to the representation theory of Artin algebra.
They studied relative homology in terms of subbifunctors of the functor Ext1(−,−) and developed the
general theory of relative cotilting modules for Artin algebras.
Derived categories were invented by Grothendieck-Verdier [45] in the early sixties. Today, they have
widely been used in many branches: algebraic geometry, stable homotopy theory, representation theory,
etc. In representation theory of Artin algebras, it is of interest to investigate whether two Artin algebras
have equivalent derived categories. As is known, a Morita theory for derived equivalences was established
by Rickard [40]. According to his theorem, two Artin algebras A and B are derived equivalent if and only if
there is a tilting complex for A such that B is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of this complex. An
interesting thing is to construct a new derived equivalence from a given one by finding a tilting complex.
Rickard [41, 42] got new derived equivalence by tensor products and trivial extensions. In the recent
years, Hu and Xi [28, 30] have provided various techniques to construct new derived equivalences by
finding tilting complexes. Another interesting thing is to find some invariance under derived equivalences.
Derived equivalences between finite dimensional algebras over a field have many invariants. For instance,
finiteness of finitistic dimension [39], Hochschild homology and cohomology [42] and K-theory [15] have
been shown to be invariant under derived equivalences.
Derived categories have been used effectively in relative homological algebra. The main idea of
relative homological algebra is to replace projective modules by relative projective modules. It is natural
to study the corresponding version of the derived category in this context. Since then, the relative derived
categories and relative tilting theory of Artin algebras have been extensively studied. Recently, Gao and
Zhang [17] used Gorenstein homological algebra to get Gorenstein derived categories. Buan [7] also
studied relative derived categories by localizing relative quasi-isomorphisms. Using the notion of relative
derived categories, he generalized Happel’s result on derived equivalences induced by tilting module
to the relative setting. Is it very likely that relative tiltings provide something called relative derived
equivalences?
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Motivated by Buan’s work, we introduce relative derived equivalences for Artin algebras in this pa-
per. A ’Morita’ theory for relative derived categories is built, and some invariance of relative derived
equivalences is founded. The aim of this paper is to discuss the relationships between relative derived
equivalences and relative homological dimensions.
To describe the main result, it is convenient to fix some notations. Let Λ and Γ be Artin algebras. As-
sume that F is a subbifunctor of End1Λ(−,−) which is of finite type. Denote by gl.dim(Λ) and fin.dim(Λ)
the global and the finitistic dimensions of Λ, respectively. Denote by gl.dimF(Λ) and fin.dimF(Λ) the
F-global and the F-finitistic dimensions of Λ, respectively. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. If the complex X•
has the form:
· · · → X−n → X−n+1 → ··· → X−1 → X0 → ··· ,
with X i 6= 0 and the differential being radical map for −n ≤ i ≤ 0, then n is called the term length of X•,
denoted by t(X•).
Our main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem (see Theorem 7.3) Let L : DbF(Λ)→Db(Γ) be a relative derived equivalence. Suppose T • is an
F-tilting complex for Λ associated to L. Then
(1) gl.dimF(Λ)− t(T •)≤ gl.dim(Γ)≤ gl.dimF(Λ)+ t(T •)+ 2.
(2) fin.dim F(Λ)− t(T •)≤ fin.dim(Γ)≤ fin.dimF(Λ)+ t(T •)+ 2.
We give the upper and lower bounds of gl.dim(Γ) (resp. fin.dim(Γ)) in the term length of relative
tilting complex and gl.dimF(Λ) (resp. fin.dimF(Λ)). In this theorem, if F = Ext1Λ(−,−), then T • is
a tilting complex for Λ such that End(T •) ≃ Γ. In the proof of this theorem, we infer that gl.dim(Λ)
(resp. fin.dim(Λ)) and gl.dim(Γ) (resp. fin.dim(Γ)) satisfy a similar formula but not the same as in this
theorem, namely
(1) gl.dim(Λ)− t(T •)≤ gl.dim(Γ)≤ gl.dim(Λ)+ t(T •).
(2) fin.dim(Λ)− t(T•)≤ fin.dim(Γ)≤ fin.dim(Λ)+ t(T•).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider closed subbifunctors F of Ext1
A
(−,−),
where A is a small abelian category. We introduce the notion of the relative derived category of A
which was defined in [7]. The homological properties of relative derived categories are discussed, and the
relation with derived categories is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we give the triangulated structure in the
relative derived category. In Section 5, we show that, the quotient of the bounded relative derived category
by the bounded homotopy category of relative projective complexes is equivalent to the relative stable
category as triangulated categories. In Section 6, we introduce the notion of relative derived equivalences
for Artin algebras. In Section 7, we prove the main result.
2 Relative derived categories for abelian categories
Let us explain the notion of relative derived categories. The notion of relative derived categories was
introduced earlier by Generalov [19].
Let A be an abelian category. Suppose A,C ∈A . Denote by Ext1
A
(C,A) the set of all exact sequences
0 → A → B →C → 0 in A modulo the equivalence relation which is defined in the following usual way.
Two exact sequences are equivalent if the following commutative diagram is commutative.
0 // A // B //

C // 0
0 // A // B′ // C // 0
Since that any additive category has finite direct sums and in particular uniquely defined diagonal and
codiagonal maps and that an abelian category has pullback and pushout pairs, it follows that Ext1
A
(C,A)
becomes an abelian group under Baer sum. Therefore, Ext1
A
(−,−) defines an additive bifunctor A op×
A −→ Ab, where Ab is the category of abelian groups.
Consider additive non-zero subbifunctors F of Ext1(−,−). To each subfunctor corresponds a class of
short exact sequences which are called F-exact sequences. The class of F-exact sequences is closed under
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the operations of pushout, pullback, Baer sums and direct sums (see [2] or [14]). Given a subbifunctor F
of Ext1(−,−), we say that an exact sequence
η : 0 → X → Y → Z → 0
in A is an F-exact sequence if η is in F(Z,X). If 0→ X f→ Y g→ Z → 0 is an F-exact sequence, then f is
called an F-monomorphism and g is called an F-epimorphism. An object P is said to be F-projective if
for each F-exact sequence 0 → X → Y → Z → 0, the sequence
0 →A (P,X)→A (P,Y )→A (P,Z)→ 0
is exact. An object I is called F-injective if for each F-exact sequence 0→ X →Y → Z → 0, the sequence
0 →A (X , I)→A (Y, I)→A (Z, I)→ 0
is exact. The subcategory of A consisting of all F-projective (resp. F-injective) modules is denoted by
P (F) (resp. I (F)).
We have the following characterization of when subbifunctors of Ext1(−,−) have enough projectives
or injectives.
Lemma 2.1. [2,Theorem1.12] Let F be a subbifunctor of Ext1(−,−).
(1) F has enough projectives if and only if F = FP (F) and P (F) is contravariantly finite in Λ-mod.
(2) F has enough injectives if and only if F = FI (F) and I (F) is covariantly finite in Λ-mod.
(3) If there is a finite number of indecomposable relative projectives (injectives) up to isomorphism,
then there is also a finite number of relative injectives (projectives), and these numbers are the same.
Recall from [7, 14] that an additive subbifunctor F is said to be closed if the following equivalence
statements hold.
1) The composition of F-epimorphisms is an F-epimorphism.
2) The composition of F-monomorphisms is an F-monomorphism.
3) For each object X the functor F(X ,−) is half exact on F-exact sequences.
4) For each object X the functor F(−,X) is half exact on F-exact sequences.
5) The category A with respect to the F-exact sequences is an exact category.
We will give some basic examples of closed subbifunctors. Let X be a full subcategory of A and for
each pair of objects A and C in A , we define
FX (C,A) = {0→ A → B →C → 0 | (X ,B)→ (X ,C)→ 0 is exact}.
Dually we define for each pair of objects A and C in A
FX (C,A) = {0 → A → B →C → 0 | (B,X )→ (A,X )→ 0 is exact}.
Lemma 2.2. [14,Proposition1.7] The additive subbifunctors FX and FX of Ext1A (−,−) are closed for
any subcategory X of A .
Remark. By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, it follows that if a subbifunctor F has enough projectives or
injectives, then F is a closed subfunctor.
Let K(A ) be the homotopy category of complexes over A . We denote by [1] the shift functor. A
complex X• with differential d•X is said to be F-acyclic if for each i the induced complex
0 → Imdi−1 → X i → Imdi → 0
is an F-exact sequence. A map h in K(A ) is called an F-quasi-isomorphism if the mapping cone M(h)
is an F-acyclic complex. If F has enough projectives, then F-exact sequences are exact sequences and
F-acyclic complexes are acyclic complexes. But the converse is not true.
If the class of F-acyclic complexes are closed under the operation of mapping cone, then we call F a
triangulated subbifunctor. In this case the class of F-acyclic complexes is a null-system in K(A ). Since
the class of F-quasi-isomorphisms is a multiplicative system, it follows that we localize with respect to
this system.
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Lemma 2.3. [7,Theorem2.4] A subbifunctor is triangulated if and only if it is closed.
Now we assume that F is a closed subbifunctor. It is clear that
N = {X• ∈ Obj(K(A )) | X• is an F-acyclic complex}
is a null system and a thick subcategory of K(A ). Define a morphism set
Σ(N ) = {X• f
•
→ Y • | such that X• f
•
→ Y •→ Z• → X•[1] is a distinguished triangle in
K(A ) with Z• ∈N }.
The relative derived category of A is defined to be the Verdier quotient, that is, DbF(A ) := K(A )/N =
Σ(N )−1K(A ).
The objects of DbF(Λ) are the same as for K(A ). A map in DbF(Λ) from X• to Y • is the equiva-
lence class of ”roofs”, that is, of fractions g•/ f • of the form X• Z•f
•
oo g
•
// Y • , where Z• ∈K(A ),
f • : Z• → X• is an F-quasi-isomorphism, and g• : Z• → X• is a morphism in K(A ). Two such roofs
X• Z•
f •oo g
•
// Y • and X ′• Z′•
f ′•oo g
′•
// Y ′• are equivalent if there exists a commutative dia-
gram
Z•
f •
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ g•
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
X• W •h
•
oo
OO

Y •,
Z′•
f ′•
aa❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇ g′•
==④④④④④④④
where h• is an F-quasi-isomorphism. Note that the diagram of the form X• Z•
f •oo g
•
// Y • will be
called a left roof.
3 Homological properties of relative derived categories
In this section, we give some basic properties of relative derived categories.
The following lemma is well-known.
Lemma 3.1. [17,Lemma2.4] Let T1 and T2 be triangulated subcategories of a triangulated category T ,
and T2 a full triangulated subcategory of T1. Then there is an isomorphism of triangulated categories
(T /T2)/(T1/T2)≃ T /T1.
Set N ′={X• | X• is an acyclic complex }. Then N ′ is also a null system. Consequently, N is a
triangulated subcategory of N ′. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that
Db(A ) = K(A )/N ′ ≃ (K(A )/N )/(N ′/N )≃ DbF(A )/(N
′/N ),
where Db(A ) is the derived category of A . Then the usual derived category is a quotient category of
relative derived category.
As is known, if F has enough projective objects, then an exact sequence 0 → A → B → C → 0 is
F-exact if and only if 0 → Hom(P,A)→ Hom(P,B)→ Hom(P,C)→ 0 is exact for all P in P (F). We
have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. If F has enough projective objects, then a complex X• is an F-acyclic complex if and only
if Hom(P,X•) is an acyclic complex for all P in P (F).
It is well known that the categories D−(A ), D+(A ) and Db(A ) are full subcategories of D(A ). This
remains true for D∗F(A ) in D F(A ), where ⋆=+,−,b. We will prove these from a series of observations
to realize these facts.
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Proposition 3.3. [47,Lemma10.1.13] Let S be a multiplicative system of C and D a full subcategory of
C . Assume that S ∩D is a multiplicative system of D, and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) If s : X ′→ X is a morphism in S , with X ∈D, then there is a morphism f : X ′′ → X ′ in C such that
X ′′ ∈ D and f s ∈ S .
(2) If s : X → X ′ is a morphism in S with X ∈D, then there is a morphism f : X ′→ X ′′ in C such that
X ′′ ∈ D and s f ∈ S .
Then the natural functor (S ∩D)−1D → S−1C is fully faithful. That is, (S ∩D)−1D is considered as
a full subcategory of S−1C .
Corollary 3.4. (1) If X ′•→ X• is an F-quasi-isomorphism, X• ∈Kb(A ), X ′• ∈K+(A ), then there is an
F-quasi-isomorphism X ′′•→ X ′• such that X ′′• ∈ Kb(A ).
(2) If Y • → X• is an F-quasi-isomorphism, X• ∈ K−(A ), Y • ∈ K(A ), then there is an F-quasi-
isomorphism Y ′•→ Y • such that Y ′• ∈ K−(A ).
Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to the one of (2). We only need to prove the second case.
(2) Let X• be in K−(A ), we may assume that X i = 0 for i > 0. Then X• has the form
· · · → X−1 → X0 → 0→ ··· .
Let f • : X•→ Y • be a map of complexes. Then we have the following commutative diagram
· · · // Y−1
d−1Y //
f−1

Y 0
d0Y //
f 0

Y 1 //

· · ·
· · · // X−1 d
−1
// X0 // 0 // · · · .
Since f • is an F-quasi-isomorphism, it follows that M( f •) is an F-acyclic complex.
M( f •) : · · · → X−1⊕Y0 → X0⊕Y 1 → Y 2 → ···
Decompose M( f •) into the direct sum of two F-exact complexes:
· · · → X−1⊕Y0 → X0⊕Y 1 → Imd1Y → 0 → ···
and
· · · → 0→ Imd2Y → Y 3 → ··· .
Then we get the following commutative diagram:
· · · // Y 0 // Y 1 // Imd1Y //

0 //

· · ·
· · · // Y 0 //

Y 1 //

Y 2 //

Y 3 // · · ·
· · · // 0 // 0 // Imd2Y // Y 3 // · · · .
Set
Y ′• : · · · → Y 0 → Y 1 → Imd1 → 0 → ··· .
Then Y ′• and Y • are F-quasi-isomorphic with Y ′• ∈ K−(A ).
Proposition 3.5. DbF(A ), DF−(A ) and DF+(A ) are full subcategories of DF(A ).
Proof. By definition, DF−(A ) = K−(A )/(N ∩K−(A )), since K−(A ) is a full subcategory of
K(A ). Moreover, if Y • → X• is an F-quasi-isomorphism, X• ∈ K−(A ), Y • ∈ K(A ), then there is an
F-quasi-isomorphism Y ′•→ X• by Corollary 3.4(2). From Proposition 3.3, we deduce that DF−(A ) is a
full subcategory of DF(A ). In a similar way, DF−(A ) and DF+(A ) are full subcategories of DF(A ).
The following results make the morphisms in DF(A ) to the morphisms in K(A ) to understand.
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Lemma 3.6. Let P• ∈ K−(P (F)) and f • : X• → P• an F-quasi-isomorphism. Then there is a map
g• : P•→ X• such that g• f • is homotopic to idP• .
Proof. Let f • : X• → P• be an F-quasi-isomorphism. Then we have a distinguished triangle
X• f
•
→ P• h
•
→M( f •) l•→ X•[1] in K−(P (F)), where the mapping cone M( f •) := X•[1]⊕P• is an F-acyclic
complex. For P• ∈K−(P (F)), without loss of generality we can assume that Pi = 0 for i > n. Therefore,
we have the following commutative diagram
· · · // Xn−2
dn−2X //
f n−2

Xn−1
dn−1X //
f n−1

Xn
dnX //
f n

Xn+1 //

· · ·
· · · // Pn−2 //
hn−2

Pn−1 //
sn−1
xxq q
q
q
q
q
hn−1

Pn //
sn
yys
s
s
s
s
hn

0 //

· · ·
· · · // M( f •)n−2 // M( f •)n−1 dn−1 // M( f •)n dn // M( f •)n+1 // · · · .
From the above diagram, we have hndnM( f •) = 0. By the (relative) Comparision Theorem, it follows that h•
is a null-homotopic. Then there is a chain map s• = (g•,v•) : P• → X•⊕P•[1] such that h• = s•d•M( f •)+
d•Ps•, where diM( f •) =
(
−di+1X f i+1
0 diP
)
. Thus the above equation yields the following equations
−gdX + dPg = 0, g f + vdP + dPv = id.
It follows that g is a chain map and id = g• f • in K−(A ).
Proposition 3.7. Let P• ∈ K−(P (F)) and X• ∈ K(A ). Then
HomK(A )(P•,X•)≃ HomDF(A )(P
•,X•).
Proof. Define a map ϕ : HomK(A )(P•,X•) → HomDF(A )(P•,X•) which sends f • to f •/id. Iff • : P• → X• satisfies f •/id = 0, then there is an F-quasi-isomorphism t• : X ′• → P• such that t• f •
is homotopic to zero. By Lemma 3.6, there is an F-quasi-isomorphism g• : P• → X ′• such that g•t• is
homotopic to idP• . Thus, we get g•t• f • = 0. Consequently, f • = 0 in K(A ). This implies that ϕ is an
injective map. For any f •/s• is in Hom DF(A )(P•,X•), by Lemma 3.6, there is an F-quasi-isomorphism
g• such that g•s• is homotopic to idP• . Consequently, f •/s• = f •g•/idP• . Therefore, ϕ is surjective. 
Suppose that the functor F has enough projective objects. For any X in A , take a minimal F-projective
resolution PX of X , that is, there exists an F-exact sequence
· · · → P−2 → P−1 → P0 → X → 0,
with Pi F-projectives for i > 0. Then we define ExtiF(X ,Y ) to be the i-th homology of the complex
0 → Hom(P0,Y )→ Hom(P−1,Y )→ ··· → Hom(P−i,Y )→ ··· .
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that F has enough projective objects. Let X and Y be in A . Then
ExtiF(X ,Y )≃ HomDbF(A )(X ,Y [i])
for all i ∈ Z.
Proof. Take a minimal F-projective resolution P•X of X with P•X ∈ K−,b(A ). Then we have the
following
Hom DbF(A )(X ,Y [i])≃ HomDbF(A )(P
•
X ,Y [i])≃ HomK(A )(P•X ,Y [i])
≃ H i(Hom(PX ,Y )) = ExtiF(X ,Y ).
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Define K−,Fb(P (F)) to be the subcategory of K−,b(P (F)) by
K−,Fb(P (F)) = {X• ∈ K−(P (F))|∃ n ∈ Z such that H i(HomA(P,X•)) = 0 for i ≤ n,∀P ∈ P (F)}.
It is easy to easy that for X• ∈K−(P (F)) and ∀i ∈ Z, if H i(HomA(P,X•)) = 0, for i≤ n, ∀P∈ P (F), then
H i(X•) = 0.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose F has enough projective objects. Then the natural functor induces two triangle
equivalences:
DF−(A )≃ K−(P (F)), DbF(A )≃ K
−,Fb(P (F)).
Proof. For more details, we refer the reader to [47, Theorem 10.4.8] and [34, Proposition 6.3.1]. 
Let H : A →DbF(A ) be the composition of the embedding A →Kb(A ) with the localization functor
Kb(A )→DbF(A ). Then we have the following proposition.
Lemma 3.10. The functor H : A → DbF(A ) is fully faithful.
Proof. It suffices to show that H(X ,Y ) : HomA (X ,Y ) ≃ HomDbF(A )(X ,Y ) as abelian groups. Let
u ∈ HomA (X ,Y ) such that H(u) = 0. Then we have the following diagram
X
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ u
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X M•a
•
oo //
a•
OO

Y,
X
❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
where a• : M• → X is an F-quasi-isomorphism such that a•u = 0. Therefore, H0(a) : H0(M•)→ X is
an isomorphism and H0(a)u = 0. This implies that u = 0 and H is a faithful functor. We take a left
roof X U•s
•
oo f
•
// Y in HomDbF(A )(X ,Y ), where U
• ∈ Kb(A ) and s• is an F-quasi-isomorphism.
Consequently, H0(s•) : H0(U•)→ X is an isomorphism in A . Set g = H0(s•)−1H0( f •) : X → Y . Con-
sider the truncation complex W • : · · · →U−2 →U−1 → Kerd0 → 0 of U• and the canonical chain map
i• : W • →U•. It is easy to see that i• is an F-quasi-isomorphism. Since s• is an F-quasi-isomorphism, it
follows that i•s• is an F-quasi-isomorphism. To get the following commutative diagram
U•
s•
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ f •
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X W •i
•s•oo //
i•
OO

Y,
X
❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ g
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
it is sufficient to show that i• f • = i•s•g. From the following commutative diagram
W •

i• // U•
s•

H0(U•)
H0(s•) // X ,
we conclude that i•s•g = i•s•H0(s•)−1H0( f •) = i• f •. Then L(g/id) = f •/s• and L is a full functor. 
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4 Triangles in relative derived categories
In this section, we describe the triangulated structure of DbF(A ), where F has enough projectives.
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that
0 → X• f
•
→ Y • g
•
→ Z•→ 0
is an F-exact sequence of complexes in C(A ), that is,
0 → X i → Y i → Zi → 0
is an F-exact sequence for each i. Let M( f •) be the mapping cone of f •, and let φi : M( f •)i = X i+1⊕Y i →
Zi be the morphism
(
0
gi
)
. Then φ• : M( f •)→ Z• is a morphism of complexes, α( f •)φ• = g•, and φ•
is an F-quasi-isomorphism. Moreover,
X•→ Y • → Z• → X•[1]
is a distinguished triangle in DbF(A ).
Proof. It is straightforward to see that φ• is a morphism of complexes. We know that there is a
diagram of maps of complexes:
X• // Y •
α( f •)// M( f •) β( f
•) //
φ•

X•[1]
X• // Y •
g• // Z• // X•[1].
It suffices to show that M( f •) φ
•
→ Z• is an F-quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, there is an F-exact sequence
of complexes 0 → M(idX•)
ρ•
→ M( f •) φ
•
→ Z• → 0, where ρi =
(
id 0
0 f i
)
. By assumption, for each
P ∈ P (F), it follows that
0 → (P,M(idX•))→ (P,M( f •))→ (P,Z•)→ 0
is an exact sequence of complexes. Since H i((P,M(idX•))) = 0, we deduce that φ• is an F-quasi-
isomorphism. Therefore, φ• is an isomorphism in DbF(A ). Therefore,
X• f
•
→ Y • g
•
→ Z• h
•
→ X•[1]
is a distinguished triangle in DbF(A ), where h• = φ•−1β( f •). 
5 Relative stable categories and relative derived categories
In this section, we assume that F has enough projectives and injectives and P (F) = I (F). Then A is a
Frobenius category. Let A /P (F) denote the stable category of A . By [21, Theorem 2.6], A /P (F) is
a triangulated category. The shift functor of A /P (F) is Ω−1F , where ΩF is the F-syzygy functor. Since
P (F) is closed under taking direct summands, it follows that Kb(P (F)) is a thick subcategory of DbF(A ).
We are now ready to state our main result of this section.
Theorem 5.1. The quotient category
DbF(A )/K
b(P (F))
is equivalent as a triangulated category to A /P (F).
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of [41, Theorem 2.1]. For convenience, we give more details.
Consider the additive functor
L′ : A →DbF(A )/K
b(P (F))
obtained by the composition of the embedding A → DbF(A ) with the localization functor DbF(A ) →
DbF(A )/K
b(P (F)). The natural inclusion of A sends F-projective objects to zero in the quotient cate-
gory, hence the functor L factors through the stable category, inducing an additive functor L : A /P (F)≃
DbF(A )/K
b(P (F)).
The proof will be divided into three steps.
Step1. L is an exact functor. Consider a distinguished triangle
X → Y → Z → Ω−1F (X)
in A /P (F). This distinguished triangle is from the following pushout diagram:
0 // X //

I(X) //

Ω−1F (X) // 0
0 // Y // Z // Ω−1F (X) // 0.
Since F-exact sequences are closed under pushout, it follows that 0 → Y → Z → Ω−1F (X)→ 0 is an F-
exact sequence. From F-exact sequences 0→X → I(X)→Ω−1F (X)→ 0 and 0→ I(X)→ Z →Ω
−1
F (X)→
0, we have distinguished triangles X → I(X)→Ω−1F (X)→X [1] and Y → Z →Ω
−1
F (X)→Y [1] in DbF(A ).
Since L′(I(X)) = 0 in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)), we deduce that
L(X)→ L(Y )→ L(Z)→ L(X)[1]
is a distinguished triangle in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). Consequently, L is an exact functor.
Step2. L is a fully faithful functor. Firstly, L′ is a full functor. We see that the map
HomA (X ,Y )→HomDbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(X ,Y )
sending f : X → Y to f/id is surjective, where f/id is the left roof
X
id
X
f // Y.
Take a left roof X Z•soo
g // Y in HomDbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(X ,Y ), where Z
• ∈ DbF(A ). It follows that
there is a distinguished triangle
Z• s→ X → M(s)→ Z•[1]
in DbF(A ) such that the mapping cone M(s) is in Kb(P (F)). Applying the cohomological functor
Hom DbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(−,Y ) to the distinguished triangle Z
• s→ X → M(s)→ Z•[1], we have an exact se-
quence
· · · → Hom DbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(M(s),Y )→HomDbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(X ,Y )
(s,Y )
→ Hom DbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(Z
•,Y )→HomDbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(M(s)[−1],Y )→ ···
Furthermore,
Hom DbF(A )/Kb(P (F))(M(s)[−1],Y ) = 0 since M(s)[−1] is in K
b(P (F)).
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Then we get g = s f and the following commutative diagram
Z•
s
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦ g
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X Z•
s
oo //
s

Y.
X
❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ f
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
Therefore, f/id and g/s are equivalent in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). This implies that L is a fully functor.
We claim that if X is an object of A , then L(X) = 0 if and only if X = 0. Indeed, no non-projective
object is isomorphic to an object of Kb(P (F)).
Assume that α : X →Y is in A /P (F) such that L(α) = 0. There is a distinguished triangle X α→Y x→
Z →Ω−1F (X) in A /P (F). Since L is an exact functor, we see that L(X)
L(α)
→ L(Y )→ L(Z)→ L(X)[1] is a
distinguished triangle in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). Since L(α) = 0, we conclude that L(Z)≃ (L(Y )⊕L(X)[1]).
Thus, we have the following commutative diagram
L(Y ) id
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
L(Y ).
L(Z)
<<①①①①①①①①
Since L is full, we get the following diagram
Y
β //
x
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ Y
Z
y
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
such that L(β) = id = L(xy). Then we have a distinguished triangle Y xy→ Y →V → Ω−1F (Y ) in A /P (F).
Thus, we get a distinguished triangle L(Y ) id→ L(Y ) → L(V ) → L(Y )[1] in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)) Conse-
quently, L(V ) = 0. Therefore, we have V = 0 by our claim. It follows that xy is an isomorphism and x is
split monomorphism. Then α = 0 and L is a faithful functor.
Step3. L is dense. Let X• be in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). Then X• is in DbF(A ). Take an F-projective
resolution P•X of X• with P•X ∈ K−,Fb(P (F)). Without loss of generality, we assume that P•X has the
following form:
· · · → P−r−2X → P
−r−1
X → P
−r
X
d−r
→ ··· → P0X → 0 → ···
such that H i(Q,P•X ) = 0 for i <−r with any Q ∈ P (F). Then we deduce that
· · · → P−r−2X → Im(d
−r−2
X )→ 0 → ···
is an F-acyclic complex. Therefore, the complex P•X is isomorphic in DbF(A ) to a complex of the form
0→ Im(d−r−2X )→ P
−r−1
X
d−r−1
→ P−rX → ··· → P
0
X → 0 → ··· .
From the following commutative diagram
· · · // 0 //

P−r−1X // P
−r
X
// · · · // P0X // 0 // · · ·
· · · // P−r−2X // P
−r−1
X
//

P−rX //

· · · //

P0X //

0 //

· · ·
· · · // P−r−2X // 0 // 0 // · · · // 0 // 0 // · · · ,
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we conclude that Im(d−r−2X )[r+ 2]≃ P•X ≃ X• in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). Take a minimal F-injective resolu-
tion of Im(d−r−2X ):
0 → Im(d−r−2X )→ I
0 → I1 → ··· → Ir+1 → M → 0
such that M ≃Ω−r−2F (Imd
−r−2
X ), where Ii are F-injectives for 0 ≤ i≤ r+ 1. Then Im(d−r−2X )[r+ 2]≃ M
in DbF(A )/Kb(P (F)). Therefore, L(M) ≃ X•. This shows that L is dense. 
Remark. In [20], Grime studied the special closed subfunctor F of Ext1(−,−). We generalize his main
result to general closed subfunctor F .
Example. The Artin algebra Λ is said to be an F-Frobenuis algebra if P (F) = I (F). Set A = Λ-mod.
Then we have a triangle equivalence Λ-mod/P (F)≃ DbF(Λ)/Kb(P (F)) by Theorem 5.1.
As a corollary of Theorem 5.1, we re-obtain Rickard’s result.
Corollary 5.2. [41,Theorem2.1] Let Λ be a self-injective Artin algebra. Then we have the following
triangle equivalence
Db(Λ-mod)/Kb(ΛP )≃ Λ-mod.
6 Relative derived equivalences for Artin algebras
In this section, suppose Λ is an Artin R-algebras. Let F be a non-zero subfunctor of Ext1Λ(−,−). Let
Λ-mod be the category of finitely generated left Λ-modules. Denote by P (F) the subcategory of Λ-mod
consisting of all F-projective Λ-modules. The subcategory ΛP of finitely generated projective Λ-modules
is contained in P (F). Assume that F has enough projectives and injectives, such that there exists G ∈ Λ-
mod such that addG = P (F). Let DbF(Λ) be the relative bounded derived category of Λ-mod.
We give our main result in this section, a Morita theory for relative derived categories.
Theorem 6.1. Let Λ and Γ be Artin algebras. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) DbF(Λ) and Db(Γ) are equivalent as triangulated categories.
(2) Kb(P (F)) and Kb(ΓP ) are equivalent as triangulated categories.
(3) K−(P (F)) and K−(ΓP ) are equivalent as triangulated categories.
(4) Γ is isomorphic to End(T •), where T • is an object of Kb(P (F)) satisfying
(i) Hom(T •,T •[i]) = 0 for i 6= 0.
(ii) add(T •), the category of direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of T •, generates
Kb(P (F)) as a triangulated category.
Proof. There exists a Λ-module G such that addG = P (F). Let Σ = EndΛ(G). Since
HomΛ(G,−) : addG→Σ P
is an equivalence, it follows that K−,Fb(P (F)) and K−,b(ΣP ) are equivalent as triangu-
lated categories by the functor HomΛ(G,−), where K−,Fb(P (F)) = {X• ∈ K−(P (F))|∃ n ∈
Z such that H i(HomA(G,X•)) = 0 for i ≤ n}. We want to show that Db(Σ) and Db(Γ) are triangle
equivalent. It suffices to prove that HomΛ(G,T •) is an ordinary tilting complex over Σ.
(i) HomΛ(G,T •) ∈ Kb(ΣP ).
(ii) Hom((G,T •),(G,T •)[i])≃ Hom(T,T [i]) = 0 f ori 6= 0.
(iii) add(Hom(G,T •)) generates Kb(ΣP ) as triangulated category.
Finally,
Hom((G,T •),(G,T •))≃ Hom(G⊗Σ (G,T •),T •)≃ Hom(T •,T •) = Γ.
Then by [40, Theorem 6.4], Db(Σ) and Db(Γ) are equivalent as triangulated categories. 
Remark. If F = Ext1(−,−), then we get Rickard’s result [40, Corollary 8.3].
Definition 6.2. If Λ and Γ satisfy the equivalent conditions of Theorem 6.1, then Λ and Γ are said to be
relatively derived equivalent.
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We shall call an object T • of Kb(P (F)) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1(4) an F(or a
relative)-tilting complex for Λ.
Next, we give an example of a relative tilting complex.
Example. Let k be a field and Λ the algebra given by the quiver
1 α // 2
β  ✁✁
✁✁
✁✁
✁
3
γ
^^❂❂❂❂❂❂❂
and relations αβγ = βγαβ = γαβγ = 0.
Let P1,P2,P3 be indecomposable projective Λ-modules associated with vertices 1,2,3, respectively.
Let F = FP (F) be the subbifunctor with P (F) = add(P1 ⊕P2 ⊕P3 ⊕M), where M = rad(P1). Let T •1
be the complex 0 → Q f→ M ⊕ P1 → 0, where f is an add(P2 ⊕ P3)-approximation of (M ⊕ P1) and
Q ∈ add(P2⊕P3) is in degree −1. Let T •2 : 0 → P2⊕P3 → 0 be a stalk complex concentrated in degree
−1. In this relative theory, T • = T •1 ⊕T •2 is an F-tilting complex over Λ. This has been showed in [26,
Proposition 1.2] and [28, Theorem 3.5]. There is a distinguished triangle
Q[−1]→ (M⊕P1)[1]→ T •1 → Q.
Then G = P1⊕P2⊕P3⊕M ∈ addT •. By the proof of Theorem 6.1, it follows that Hom(G,T •) is a tilting
complex for End(G).
As for the theory of derived equivalence, it is useful to study the Grothendieck groups in order to
determined the number of indecomposable non-isomorphic summands which a tilting complex has. We
introduce the following group. Let Z(Λ-mod) denote the free abelian group with the isomorphism classes
[X ] of Λ-modules X . Define the F-stable Grothendieck group of Λ-mod, F-K0(Λ-mod), to be Z(Λ-
mod)/F-R(Λ-mod), where F-R(Λ-mod) is the subgroup of Z(Λ-mod) generated by the elements [X ] +
[Z]− [Y ] whenever 0 → X → Y → Z → 0 is an F-exact sequence of Λ-modules.
Proposition 6.3. Let Λ and Γ be relatively derived equivalent. Then
F-K0(Λ-mod)≃ K0(Γ-mod).
Proof. If Λ and Γ are relatively derived equivalent, then K0(DbF(Λ)) ≃ K0(Db(Γ)). As is known,
K0(Γ-mod)≃ K0(Db(Γ)). It suffices to show that F-K0(Λ-mod)≃ K0(DbF(Λ)).
Define a map α : F-K0(Λ-mod)→ K0(DbF(Λ)) by α([X ]) = [l(X)], where l : Λ-mod → Db(Γ) is the
inclusion functor.
Suppose that X → Y → Z → X [1] is a distinguished triangle in DbF(Λ) and P ∈ P (F). Applying the
functor HomDbF(Λ)(P,−) to the above triangle, we have a exact sequence
0 → (P,X)→ (P,Y )→ (P,Z)→ 0.
It follows that 0→X →Y → Z→ 0 is an F-exact sequence in Λ-mod. Then we define β : K0(DbF(Λ))→F-
K0(Λ-mod) by β([X•]) = Σi(−1)i[(X i)], where X• ∈ DbF(Γ). It is easy to show that αβ = idK0(DbF(Λ)) andβα = idF-K0(Λ-mod). 
As a consequence of Proposition 6.3 we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.4. Let T • be an F-tilting complex and Γ = End(T •). Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) The number of non-isomorphic indecomposable summands of T •.
(2) The number of non-isomorphic simple Γ-modules.
(3) The number of non-isomorphic indecomposable modules in P (F).
By J.Rickard’s criterion [40, Proposition 6.2], we give a characterization of Kb(I (F)) which is a full
triangulated subcategory of DbF(Λ).
Lemma 6.5. Kb(I (F)) = {X• ∈ DbF(Λ) | for any Y • ∈ DbF(Λ), there exists n0 ∈ Z, such that
Hom DbF(Λ)(Y
•,X•[i]) = 0,∀i≥ n0}.
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Proof. If X• ∈ DbF(Λ) and X• ≃ I•X with I•X ∈Kb(I (F)). Then
HomDbF(Λ)(Y
•,X•[i])≃ HomDbF(Λ)(Y
•, I•X [i])≃ HomKb(Λ)(Y
•, I•X [i]) = 0
for all i≥ n0 with some n0 ∈ Z.
If X• ∈ DbF(Λ) and for any Y • ∈ DbF(Λ), ∃ n0 ∈ Z, such that Hom DbF(Λ)(Y
•,X•[i]) = 0, for all i ≥ n0.
Since DbF(Λ) ≃ K+,b(I (F)), it follows that X• ≃ I•X with I•X ∈ K+,b(I (F)) such that H i(P, I•X) = 0 for
i ≥ m,m ∈ Z. For j ≥ m, we have the following diagram
· · · // I j−1X // I
j
X
// Im(d jX) //

0
· · · // I j−1X // I
j
X
// I j+1X // · · · ,
such that the complex I•X is isomorphic in DbF(Λ) to a complex of the form · · ·→ I
j−1
X → I
j
X → Im(d
j
X)→ 0.
We will prove that Im(d jX) is F-injective. If Im(d jX) is not F-injective, then there is j = i− 1 ≥ m and
Im(di−1X ) 6= 0. Hence, the map I
i−1
X → Im(d
i−1
X ) is not zero. Set Y = ⊕ j≥mIm(d
j
X). Then the map
Ii−1X →Y = Im(d
i−1
X )⊕ j≥m, j 6=i−1 Im(d
j
X) is not zero. Consequently, HomDbF(Λ)(Y,X
•[i]) 6= 0 for i≥m+1.
This leads to a contradiction with our assumption. 
7 Relative derived equivalences and relative homological dimen-
sions
In this section,we study the relationships between relative dimensions and relative derived equivalences.
Let Λ be an Artin algebra. Let us recall some notions of relative homological dimensions. The F-
projective dimension of a Λ-module X , denoted by proj.dimF X , is defined to be the smallest m, such that
there is an F-projective resolution
0 → P−m → ··· → P−1 → P0 → X → 0
with P−i ∈ P (F) for i≥ 0. If such m does not exist, then define proj.dimF X =∞. The F-global dimension
of Λ is defined as
gl.dimF(Λ) = sup{proj.dimF(X) | X ∈ Λ-mod}.
The F-finitistic dimension of Λ is defined as follows
fin.dimF(Λ) = sup{proj.dimF X | proj.dimF(X)< ∞,X ∈ Λ-mod}.
The relative finitistic dimension rel.fin.dimF(Λ) is defined to be supFfin.dimF(Λ), where F ranges over
all subfunctors F = FC for all subcategories of finite type of Λ-mod contains P (Λ).
We begin with the characterization of F-projective dimension of a Λ-module.
Lemma 7.1. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) proj.dimF(X)≤ m.
(ii) ExtiF(X ,Y ) = 0 for all modules Y and for all i≥ m+ 1.
(iii) Extm+1F (X ,Y ) = 0 for all modules Y .
Recall that Λ and Γ are relatively derived equivalent, if there is a triangle equivalence DbF(Λ)≃Db(Γ),
where Γ ≃ End(T •), T • is a relative tilting complex for Λ. Clearly, T • is a bounded complex. Let n ≥ 0
be an integer. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T • is a radical complex of the form:
· · · → 0 → T−n → T−n+1 → ··· → T−1 → T 0 → 0 → ··· .
The integer n is called the term length of T •, denote by t(T •) = n.
Let H : Db(Γ)→ DbF(Λ) be a relative derived equivalence such that H(Γ) = T •. Then we have the
following fact.
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Lemma 7.2. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer and T • as above. Let L : DbF(Λ)→ Db(Γ) be a quasi-inverse of H.
Then there exists a radical tilting complex ¯T • ∈ Kb(ΓP ) such that L(G) = ¯T • and ¯T i = 0 for i > n or
i < 0.
Proof. Considering the homological group of ¯T , we have
H i( ¯T •)≃ HomKb(Γ)(Γ, ¯T
•[i])≃ HomDb(Γ)(Γ, ¯T
•[i])≃Hom DbF(Λ)(T
•,G[i]).
By Proposition 3.7, we have Hom DbF(Λ)(T
•,G[i]) ≃ HomKb(Λ)(T •,G[i]). Then H i( ¯T •) = 0 for i > n or
i < 0 by transferring shifts. Since ¯T • ∈ Kb(ΓP ), it follows that ¯T • has the following form
· · · → 0 → ¯T−r → ¯T−r+1 → ··· → ¯T−1 d
−1
→ ¯T 0 d
0
→ ¯T 1 → ¯T s → 0 → ···
where r,s ∈ N. If H i( ¯T •) = 0 for i > n, then the following sequence
0 → Im(dnT )→ ¯T n+1 → ··· → ¯T s → 0 → ···
is a split exact sequence. Consequently, Im(dnT ) is a projective Γ-module. Then the complex ¯T • is
isomorphic in Db(Γ) to a complex of the form
0 → ¯T−r → ¯T−r+1 → ··· → ¯T−1 → ¯T 0 → ··· → ¯T n−1 → Ker(dnT )→ 0,
where Ker(dnT ) is a projective Γ-module. On the other hand, we have
H i(HomΓ( ¯T •,Γ)) ≃ HomDb(Γ)( ¯T
•,Γ[i])≃ HomDbF(Λ)(G,T
•[i])≃ HomKb(Λ)(G,T
•[i]) = 0.
for i > 0. It follows that
0 → Im(d0T ,Γ)→ ( ¯T−1,Γ)→ ( ¯T−2,Γ)→ ···
is split exact in Kb(Γop), where Im(d0T ,Γ) = (Im(d
−1
T ),Γ). We conclude that Ker(d0T ,Γ) =
(Coker(d−1T ),Γ) is a projective Γ-module. Consequently, Coker(d−1T ) and Im(d−1T ) are projective Γ-
modules. Therefore, the complex ¯T • is isomorphic a complex of the following form
· · · → 0 →Coker(d−1T )→ ¯T
1 → ··· → ¯T n−1 → Ker(dnT )→ 0 in Kb(ΓP ).
This completes the proof. 
The main result of this section can be stated as follows.
Theorem 7.3. Let L : DbF(Λ)→Db(Γ) be a relative derived equivalence. Suppose T • is the relative tilting
complex associated to L. Then we have
(1) gl.dimF(Λ)− t(T •)≤ gl.dim(Γ)≤ gl.dimF(Λ)+ t(T •)+ 2.
(2) fin.dim F(Λ)− t(T •)≤ fin.dim(Γ)≤ fin.dimF(Λ)+ t(T •)+ 2.
The following lemmas are useful in our proofs.
Lemma 7.4. Let Y be a Γ-module. Then H i(H(Y )) = 0 for i < −n or i > 0, and in DbF(Λ), H(Y ) is
isomorphic to a complex T •Y of the following form
· · · → 0 → Im(d−n−2TY )→ T
−n−1
Y → ··· → T
−1
Y → Ker(d
0
TY )→ 0 → ··· ,
where T iY and Ker(d0Y ) are F-projective Λ-modules.
Proof. We have the following isomorphisms
H i(H(Y ))≃ Hom DbF(Λ)(Λ,H(Y )[i])≃ HomDb(Γ)(
¯T •Λ ,Y [i])≃ Hom K(Γ)( ¯T •Λ ,Y [i]),
where L(Λ) ≃ ¯T •Λ has the same form as ¯T •. Then H i(H(Y )) = 0 for i > 0 or i < −n. Assume that H(Y )
is isomorphic to a bounded above F-projective complex:
· · · → T−n−1Y → T
−n
Y → ··· → T
−1
Y → T
0
Y → ··· → T sY → 0
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Then we get two acyclic complexes
· · · → T−n−1Y → Im(d
−n−1
TY )→ 0 → ···
and
0 → Im(d0TY )→ T
1
Y → ··· .
For any P ∈ P (F), we have
H i(P,H(Y ))≃ HomDbF(Λ)(P,H(Y )[i])≃ HomDb(Γ)(
¯TP•,Y [i])≃H i(Hom Γ( ¯TP•,Y )) = 0
for i > 0 or i <−n, where L(P) ≃ ¯TP• has the same form as ¯T •. Therefore, we get the following acyclic
complexes:
· · · → Hom(P,T−n−1Y )→ ImHom(P,d
−n−1
TY )→ 0
and
0 → Im(Hom(P,d0TY ))→ Hom(P,T
1
Y )→ ··· .
We conclude that there exist two F-acyclic complexes:
· · · → T−n−2Y → Im(d
−n−2
TY )→ 0 → ··· ,
and
0 → Im(d0TY )→ T
1
Y → ··· .
Then the complex H(Y ) is isomorphic in DbF(Λ) to a complex T •Y of the following form:
· · · → 0 → Im(d−n−2TY )→ T
−n−1
Y → ··· → T
−1
Y → Ker(d
0
TY )→ 0 → ··· ,
where Ker(d0TY ) and T
−i
Y (i = 0, · · · ,n− 1) are F-projective Λ-modules. 
Lemma 7.5. Let X be a Λ-module. Then H i(L(X)) = 0 for i > n or i < 0, and in Db(Γ), L(X) is
isomorphic to a complex ¯T •X of the following form:
· · · → 0 →Coker(d−1TX )→ ¯T
1
X → ··· → ¯T
n−1
X → Ker(d
n
TX )→ 0 → ···
where ¯T iX (1 ≤ i≤ n− 1) and Kerdn are projective Γ-modules.
Lemma 7.6. [38,Lemma3.7] Let m, t,d ∈N, X•,Y • ∈Kb(Λ-mod). Assume that X i = 0 for i < m, Y j = 0
for j > t, and ExtlF(X i,Y j) = 0 for all i, j ∈N and l ≥ d. Then HomDbF(Λ)(X
•,Y •[l]) = 0 for l ≥ d+ t−m.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [32, Lemma 1.6]. The detailed proofs will appear in [38]. 
We now have all the ingredients to complete the proof of our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 7.3:
Assume that fin.dimF(Λ) < ∞. Let N be arbitrary Γ-module, and let M be a Γ-module with
proj.dimΓ(M) < ∞. Let P•M → M be a minimal projective resolution of M. We have the following iso-
morphisms
ExtiΓ(M,N) ≃ HomDb(Γ)(M,N[i]) ≃ HomDb(Γ)(P
•
M,N[i])≃ Hom DbF(Λ)(H(P
•
M),H(N)[i]).
By Lemma 7.4, we see that H(N) is isomorphic in DbF(Λ) to a complex T •N of the form:
· · · → 0 → Im(d−n−2TN )→ T
−n−1
N → ··· → T
−1
N → Ker(d
0
TN )→ 0 → ··· .
By Theorem 6.1, it follows that H(P•M)≃ T •M ∈Kb(P (F)) and H i(H(P•M)) = 0 for i <−n or i > 0. Then
we see that
0 → T−rM → ··· → Ker(d
−n−2
TM )→ 0
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and
0 → Im(d0TM )→ ··· → T
s
M → 0
are F-split acyclic complexes, where Im(d0TM ) is an F-projective Λ-module. Therefore, T •M is isomorphic
to a complex of the following form
0 → Im(d−n−2TM )→ T
−n
M → ··· → T
−1
M → Ker(d
0
TM )→ 0 in D
b
F(Λ),
where Ker(d0TM ) and T
i
M (−n≤ i≤−1) are F-projective Λ-modules. From the above argument, we deduce
that proj.dimF(Im(d−n−2TM ))< ∞. Consequently, proj.dimF(Im(d−n−2TM ))≤ fin.dimF(Λ). By Lemma 7.6,
we conclude that
ExtiΓ(M,N) ≃ HomDbF(Λ)(H(P
•
M),H(N)[i]) = 0 for i ≥ fin.dimF(Λ)+ 1+ n+ 2.
This implies that fin.dim(Γ)≤ fin.dimF(Λ)+ l(T •)+ 2.
Assume that fin.dim(Γ)< ∞. Let Y be any Λ-module, and let X be a Λ-module with proj.dimF(X)<
∞. Let P•X → X be a minimal F-projective resolution of X . We have the following isomorphisms
ExtiF(X ,Y )≃ HomDbF(Λ)(X ,Y [i])≃ HomDbF(Λ)(P
•
X ,Y [i])≃ HomDb(Γ)(L(P
•
X ),L(Y )[i]).
By Lemma 7.5, we see that L(Y ) is isomorphic in Db(Γ) to a complex of the following form:
· · · → 0 →Coker(d−1TY )→ ¯T
1
Y → ··· → ¯T
n−1
Y → Ker(d
n
TY )→ 0 → ··· .
From Theorem 6.1, it follows that H(P•X)≃ ¯T •X ∈Kb(ΓP ) and H i(L(P•X )) = 0 for i< 0 or i> n. Therefore,
¯T •X is isomorphic to a complex of the form
· · · → 0 →Coker(d−1TY )→ ¯T
1
X → ··· → ¯T
n−1
X → Ker(d
n
TY )→ 0 → ··· in D
b(Γ),
where Ker(dnTY ), T
i
X (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are projective Γ-modules. We see that proj.dim(Coker(d−1TY ))< ∞. Con-
sequently, proj.dim(Coker(d−1TY ))≤ fin.dim(Γ). By Lemma 7.6, we conclude that
ExtiF(X ,Y )≃ Hom Db(Γ)(L(P
•
X ),L(Y )[i]) = 0 for i ≥ fin.dim(Γ)+ 1+ n.
This implies that fin.dimF(Λ)≤ fin.dim(Γ)+ l(T •). 
Remark. From Theorem 7.3, we see that if the relative finitistic dimension of Λ is finite if and only if
the finitistic dimension of Γ is finite. Auslander and Solberg [3, Proposition 6.1] proved that the standard
finitistic dimension conjecture is true for all Artin algebras if and only if the relative finitistic dimension
conjecture is true. Then we get another approach to the finitistic dimension conjecture.
Example. The standard global dimension gl.dim(Λ) can be infinite, but gl.dim(Γ) is finite. A less trivial
example is the following. Let Λ be the path algebra of the following quiver
1 α // 2
β  ✁✁
✁✁
✁✁
✁
3
γ
^^❂❂❂❂❂❂❂
and relations αβγ = βγα = γαβ = 0. Let P1 = 123 , P2 =
2
3
1
and P3 =
3
1
2
, which are all the indecomposable
projective Λ-modules. Then let Mi = Pi/soc(Pi) and Si = Pi/rad(Pi) for i = 1,2,3, where soc(Pi) is the
socle of Pi for each i. Let P (F) = {P1,P2,P3,S2,S3,M2}. Then we have I (F) = DTr(P (F))∪Λ I =
{P1,P2,P3,S3,S1,M3}, where DTr is the Auslander-Reiten translation of Λ. It is easy to find F-exact
sequences for the modules S1, M1 and M3 to show that gl.dimF(Λ) ≤ 1. By Theorem 7.3 we have
gl.dim(Γ) ≤ gl.dimF(Λ)+ l(T •)+ 2 for any F-tilting complex T •, where End(T •) ≃ Γ. In particular,
for the F-tilting module
T • = 0 → P1⊕P2⊕P3⊕ S2⊕ S3⊕M2 → 0,
where P1⊕P2⊕P3⊕ S2⊕ S3⊕M2 is in degree zero, we get gl.dim(Γ)≤ 3, but gl.dim(Λ)< ∞.
Recall that an Artin algebra Λ is called an F-Gorenstein algebra if I ∞(F) = P ∞(F), where P ∞(F) =
{X | proj.dimF(X)< ∞}, I ∞(F) = {Y | inj.dimF(Y )< ∞}.
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Lemma 7.7. [5,Lemma3.2] An Artin algebra Λ is an F-Gorenstein algebra if and only if both the relative
injective dimension of all modules in P (F) and the relative projective dimension of all modules in I (F)
are bounded.
It is well known that Gorensteinness is invariant under derived equivalence. It is not immediately
obvious that the relation between F-Gorensteinness and relative derived equivalences, but this will follow
from the following propositions.
Proposition 7.8. Let L : DbF(Λ)→ Db(Γ) be a relative derived equivalence. Suppose that T • is the rel-
ative tilting complex associated to L. Then inj.dimF(P (F))− t(T •)≤ inj.dim(ΓΓ)≤ inj.dim F(P (F))+
t(T •)+ 2.
Proof. Assume that inj.dimF(P (F)) < ∞. Set r = max{inj.dim(P) | P ∈ P (F)}. By homological
formula, we have
ExtiΓ(X ,Γ)≃ HomDb(Γ)(X ,Γ[i])≃ HomDbF(Λ)(H(X),T
•[i]).
By Lemma 7.4, H(X) is isomorphic in DbF(Λ) to a complex of the form:
· · · → 0→ Im(d−n−2TX )→ T
−n−1
X → ··· → T
−1
X → Ker(d
0
TX )→ 0 → ··· .
Moreover, T • ∈ Kb(P (F)) and inj.dimF(P (F)) < ∞. By Lemma 7.1, it follows that ExtiF(−,P) = 0 for
i ≥ r + 1. By Lemma 7.6, we deduce that ExtiΓ(X ,Γ) = 0 for i ≥ r + 1+ n+ 2. Then inj.dim(ΓΓ) ≤
n+ 2+ inj.dimF(P (F)).
Suppose that inj.dim(ΓΓ)< ∞. By homological formula, we have
ExtiF(Y,P)≃ HomDbF(Λ)(Y,P[i])≃ Hom Db(Γ)(L(Y ),L(P)[i]).
By Lemma 7.5, L(Y ) is isomorphic in Db(Γ) to a complex of the form:
· · · → 0 →Coker(d−1TY )→ ¯T
0
Y → ··· → ¯T
n−1
Y → Ker(d
n
TY )→ 0 → ···
By Lemma 7.6, we conclude that ExtiF(Y,P) = 0 for i ≥ inj.dim(ΓΓ) + 1 + n. Consequently,
inj.dimF(P (F))≤ inj.dim(ΓΓ)+ n. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 7.9. Let Λ and Γ be relatively derived equivalent Artin R-algebras. Then Λ is F-Gorenstein
if and only if Γ is Gorenstein.
Proof. Assume that Λ is an F-Gorenstein algebra. Then we have inj.dimF(P (F)) < ∞ and
proj.dimF(I (F))< ∞. Set r = max{proj.dimF(J) | J ∈ I (F)}. For any injective Γ-module I, we have
ExtiΓ(I,X)≃ Hom Db(Γ)(I,X [i])≃ Hom DbF(Λ)(H(I),H(X)[i]).
By Lemmas 6.5 and 7.4, we conclude that H(I)∈Kb(I (F)) and H(I) is isomorphic in DbF(Λ) to a complex
J• of the following form:
· · · → 0 → Im(d−n−2J )→ J
−n−1 → ··· → J−1 → J0 → ··· → Js → 0
such that Im(d−n−2J ), J−i are F-injective Λ-modules for −n− 1 ≤ i ≤ s. By Lemma 7.6, we see that
ExtiΓ(I,X) = 0 for i≥ r+1+n+2. This implies that proj.dim(I)≤ n+2+proj.dimF(I (F)). Therefore,
inj.dim(ΓΓ) < ∞. By Proposition 7.8, it follows that if inj.dimF(P (F)) < ∞, then inj.dim(ΓΓ) < ∞.
Therefore, Γ is a Gorenstein algebra.
If Γ is a Gorenstein algebra, then inj.dim(ΓΓ) = inj.dim(ΓΓ) = s < ∞. In the same way, we deduce
that Λ is an F-Gorenstein algebra. This completes the proof. 
In particular, when F = Ext1Λ(−,−), by the proof of Theorem 7.3, we have the following.
Corollary 7.10. Let Λ and Γ be derived equivalent. Suppose T • is a tilting complex for Λ. Then
(1) gl.dim(Λ)− l(T •)≤ gl.dim(Γ)≤ gl.dim(Λ)+ l(T •).
(2) fin.dim(Λ)− l(T •)≤ fin.dim(Γ)≤ fin.dim(Λ)+ l(T •).
(3) inj.dim(Λ)− l(T •)≤ inj.dim(Γ)≤ inj.dim(Λ)+ l(T •).
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